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The resilience of pax. growth 
 

TAT still reported strong tourist arrival growth of 9% in December 
despite the political protests, confirming our view on the 
resilience of Thai tourism to various crises. Though its share 
price has rebounded, we still see its valuation as enticing with a 
22% EPS CAGR in FY14-16F. AOT remains a country top pick. 

 

Attractive valuation, in our view 
Despite its recent share price rebound, we still see AOT’s 
valuation as very attractive. The counter is trading at PE multiples 
of 19.2x in FY14F, 16.5x in FY15F and 13.1x in FY16F versus the 
averages for its peers of 19x in 2014F and 16.8x in 2015F. This is 
despite: 1) Thailand’s tourism industry continuing to show its 
crisis resilience, 2) we forecast AOT’s earnings CAGR at 22% a 
year during FY14-16F (fiscal year ending September), and 3) it 
has a huge cash cushion that could be used to address operating 
challenges. Besides the resilience of passenger growth to the 
current political unrest, we expect a catalyst from the scheduled 
opening of Don Mueang Airport’s Terminal 2 in June 2014 
bringing more passengers from low-cost carriers and higher 
concession revenues. We reiterate our BUY call.        

Thai tourism shows crisis resilience 
Despite the crackdown on Chinese zero-dollar tours starting from 
October 2013 onward, AOT’s passenger numbers still grew by 
12.1% in October-November 2013. Even with the big political 
protests in December, the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) 
still reported tourist arrival growth of 9%. Looking at the past 
decade, AOT only suffered passenger number contractions twice 
of 0.6% in FY03 due to the outbreak of SARS in Asia and 14% in 
FY09 due to the US financial crisis and political strife causing the 
shutdown of Bangkok’s airports and street violence. But the 
passenger recoveries a year later were stronger than the falls 
with passenger growth of 18% in FY04 and 15% in FY10.   

22% earnings CAGR during FY14-16F 
Despite the political uncertainty, we still forecast AOT’s 
normalized earnings to grow by 25% in FY14, 16% in FY15 and 
27% in FY16, driven by: 1) passenger growth of 8.1-8.8% in 
FY14-15F, 2) higher landing and parking charges on lower 
discounts at Don Mueang, and low-cost carriers’ aggressive fleet 
expansions, 3) higher concession revenues from rising revenue-
sharing rates and minimum guarantee amounts, 4) expected PSC 
hikes in FY16, and 5) greater operating leverage benefits. 

Very low cash break-even point 
AOT has come to the stage where its cash break-even point is 
very low and this could provide a cushion against any operating 
challenges. We project its cash costs, including SG&A and 
interest expenses, at Bt19.7bn in FY14 but it has a minimum 
guarantee amount from concession contracts and interest income 
of Bt6.8bn. Thus, its net cash costs of Bt13bn in FY14 could be 
covered by 47% of the revenues in FY13. This simply implies that 
AOT’s passenger number has to fall by 53% y-y in FY14 to cause 
its operating cash flow to decline to break-even level. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 COMPANY VALUATION 

Y/E Sep (Bt m) 2013A  2014F  2015F 2016F 

Sales 36,810  39,641 43,471 51,119 

Net profit 16,290  12,379 14,350 18,156 

Consensus NP ⎯ 12,594 15,046 17,819 

Diff frm cons (%) ⎯ (1.7) (4.6) 1.9 

Norm profit 9,878  12,379 14,350 18,156 

Prev. Norm profit ⎯ 12,379 14,350 18,156 

Chg frm prev (%) ⎯ 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Norm EPS (Bt) 6.9  8.7 10.0 12.7 

Norm EPS grw (%) 50.8  25.3 15.9 26.5 

Norm PE (x) 24.0  19.2 16.5 13.1 

EV/EBITDA (x) 12.1  11.5 10.7 9.1 

P/BV (x) 2.6  2.4 2.2 2.0 

Div yield (%) 2.2  2.1 2.4 3.1 

ROE (%) 11.7  13.0 13.9 16.0 

Net D/E (%) 2.7  14.4 21.1 29.0 
 

PRICE PERFORMANCE 
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COMPANY INFORMATION 

Price as of 16-Jan-14 (Bt) 166.00 

Market cap (US$ m) 7,214.8 

Listed shares (m shares) 1,428.6 

Free float (%) 30.0 

Avg daily turnover (US$ m) 26.6 

12M price H/L (Bt)  225.0/96.0 

Sector  Transportation 

Major shareholder  Ministry of Finance 70% 

 Sources: Bloomberg, Company data, Thanachart estimates 
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Attractive valuation, in our view  

The sharp fall in Airports of Thailand’s (AOT) share price by 36% from its peak of Bt225 in 
October 2013 to a low of Bt142.5 this month due to concern over the impact of the domestic 
political strife made it the cheapest airline stock in the region on our estimates. Despite its 
recent share price rebound, we still see its valuation as attractive as the counter is now 
trading at PE multiples of 19.2x PE in FY14F, 16.5x in FY15F and 13.1x in FY16F, or about 
the averages for its peers of 19x in 2014F and 16.8x in 2015F. However, we believe AOT 
deserves to trade at a premium valuation versus its peers for the following reasons: 

First, we remain confident that Thailand’s long-term tourism prospects should be very 
decent and we expect the current political uncertainty to impact the tourism industry only 
over the short term (please see more details in the next section).  

Secondly, we expect AOT to offer stronger earnings growth than its peers with a CAGR of 
22% during FY14-16F (please see more details in the third section). 

Thirdly, AOT has now come to a stage where its cash break-even point is very low and this 
could provide a cushion against any operating challenges (please see more details in the 
fourth section). It also had huge cash on hand of Bt39.3bn or Bt27.5 per share at end FY13. 

Besides continued surprisingly strong passenger growth, we expect a short-term share 
price catalyst from the scheduled opening of Don Mueang Airport’s Terminal 2 in June 2014 
which should bring more passengers from low-cost carriers and allow AOT to earn more 
concession revenues.    

Ex 1: Comparison With Regional Peers 
  EPS growth —— PE —— — P/BV —  EV/EBITDA  — Div yield — 

Name BBG Code Country 14F 15F 14F 15F 14F 15F 14F 15F 14F 15F 
   (%) (%) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) (%) (%) 
Beijing Capital Int’l 694 HK China 17.0 14.8 15.9 13.8 1.5 1.4  7.4  6.9 2.4 2.6 
                       
Malaysia Airports Holdings MAHB MK Malaysia 2.8 11.1 23.8 21.4 2.1 2.0  13.6  12.0 2.1 2.4 
                       
SATS SATS SP Singapore 10.7 10.2 17.1 15.5 2.5 2.4  11.5  10.5 4.7 5.0 
             
Airports of Thailand* AOT TB Thailand 25.3 15.9 19.2 16.5 2.4 2.2  11.5  10.7 2.1 2.4 
Average   13.9 13.0 19.0 16.8 2.1 2.0  11.0  10.0 2.8 3.1 

Sources: Company data, Thanachart estimates 

 

Ex 2: Thailand’s Tourist Arrival Growth 
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Despite its share price 
rebound, we still see AOT’s 
valuation as attractive … 

…due to the resilience of 
Thailand’s tourism to 
various crises…  

…a 22% EPS CAGR during 
FY14-16F… 

…its very low cash break-
even point 
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Ex 3: PE Band  Ex 4: Standard PE Band 
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Thai tourism shows crisis resilience 

Despite the crackdown on Chinese zero-dollar tours starting from October 2013 onward, 
AOT’s passenger numbers still grew by 12.1% in October-November 2013. Moreover, even 
with the major political protests in Bangkok in December, the Tourism Authority of Thailand 
still reported tourist arrival growth of 9%. 

Looking at the past decade, AOT reported passenger growth of 8.3% a year on average 
while it only faced contractions in passenger numbers twice in FY03 and FY09.  

In 2003 when there was the SARS outbreak in Asia, AOT’s passenger numbers fell by 0.6% 
y-y in FY03. In fact, there was only an impact in 3QFY03 before the passenger number 
returned to normal in 4QFY03.  

In 2009, the impact of the US financial crisis with Lehman Brothers going bankrupt in 3Q08, 
yellow-shirt protesters shutting down Bangkok’s airports in 4Q08 and the political violence in 
2Q09 caused AOT’s passenger numbers to fall by 14.1% y-y in FY09. However, there was 
a swift recovery in FY10-11 with growth of 14.7% y-y and 15.5% y-y, respectively.     
 

Ex 5: AOT’s Passenger Numbers In FY02-04  Ex 6: AOT’s Passenger Numbers In FY08-10 
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Despite the protests in 
December, TAT reported 
tourist arrival growth of 9% 

 AOT has only reported 
passenger contractions 
twice over the past decade 
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Ex 7: AOT’s Passenger Numbers Have Been Resilient To Various Crises 
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We believe there are three major factors that have made Thailand’s tourism industry 
resilient to various crises. 

First, Thailand has many beautiful tourist attractions with the mountainous North, 
cosmopolitan Bangkok, beaches and islands in the South and archaeologically rich 
Northeast. Along with good food and quality accommodation, we see travel in Thailand as 
being a value-for-money proposition.  

Secondly, despite unrest in some areas, various attractions around the country still offer 
tourists travel choices. For example, AOT’s passenger numbers at Suvarnabhumi and Don 
Mueang airports fell by 6% y-y in 2Q10 due to the Bangkok curfew as a result of political 
violence but passenger numbers at regional airports still grew by 7.6% y-y. In 4Q11, 
Suvarnabhumi and Don Mueang airports’ passengers dropped by 3.5% y-y due to the major 
flooding in Bangkok but passenger numbers at regional airports grew by 14.5% y-y.   

Thirdly, the emergence of low-cost carriers has allowed middle-income passengers to 
travel more frequently. Since the introduction of low-cost carriers, their passenger numbers 
grew by 29.7% a year on average during FY04-13.   
 

Ex 8: AOT’s Passenger Growth By Airport  Ex 9: Low-cost Carriers’ Passenger Numbers 
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Many attractions in 
Thailand provide tourists 
with travel choices 

Low-cost airline boom is 
also driving passenger 
growth 
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Therefore, we expect the current political uncertainty to only have a short-term negative 
impact on Thailand’s tourism industry and not derail what we regard as the positive 
prospects over the long term. In fact, despite the impact of the protests in Bangkok and the 
crackdown on Chinese zero-dollar tours since October 2013, AOT’s passenger numbers 
still grew by 12.1% in 2MFY14 (October-November 2013). The growth was driven by two 
major factors:  

First, even though Suvarnabhumi Airport’s passenger numbers rose by only 5.8% y-y in 
2MFY14, Don Mueang Airport’s passenger numbers still increased by 26.3% y-y. As it 
serves mostly low-cost carriers, Don Mueang benefits from their aggressive expansions.   
 

Ex 10: Thai Low-cost Airlines’ Fleet Expansion Plans 

Number of aircraft 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Thai Smile 14 17 20 20 

Thai AirAsia 35 42 48 54 

Air Asia X ⎯ 2 na na 

Nok Air 21 27 33 na 

Lion Air 2 10-12 na na 
Sources: Company data 

 
Secondly, as the protests have mainly been limited to Bangkok, tourists with destinations in 
the provinces have still travelled to Thailand. AOT’s total passenger number at its regional 
airports, including Chiang Mai, Phuket, Chiang Rai and Had Yai, grew by 18.2% y-y in 
2MFY14. 
 

Ex 11: AOT’s Passenger Numbers By Airport In 2MFY14  Ex 12: Regional Airport vs Bangkok Passenger Numbers  
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Political strife should only 
have a short-term impact 
on the tourism industry  
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22% earnings CAGR during FY14-16F 

Despite the current political uncertainty, we still forecast AOT’s earnings to grow 25.3% y-y 
in FY14, 15.9% y-y in FY15 and 26.5% y-y in FY16, driven by the following factors: 

1) Given the resilience of Thailand’s tourism industry, we forecast AOT’s passenger 
growth at 8.1% y-y in FY14, 8.8% in FY15 and 7.6% in FY16 versus 12.1% in 1QFY14 
and an 8.3% CAGR during FY03-13. 

2) Following airlines’ aggressive fleet expansions, we assume AOT’s aircraft movements 
grow by 9.9% y-y in FY14, 9.3% in FY15 and 8.4% in FY16 versus 17.3% in 1QFY14 
and a 6.9% CAGR during FY03-13.  

3) We assume AOT’s concession revenues grow by 7.3% in FY14, 13.1% in FY15 and 
7.3% in FY16 versus 12.4% CAGR during FY03-13 due to: 

− The revenue-sharing rate with the duty-free operator at Suvarnabhumi Airport 
increasing incrementally by 1% a year from 15% in FY13 to 16-20% in FY14-18 
while the minimum guarantee amounts from the duty-free and retail space 
operators at Don Mueang Airport are also due to rise by 10% a year.  

 

Ex 13: Duty-free Concession & Retail Space Management Contracts At Suvarnabhumi 

 

Min. guarantee 

(FY08-20) 

Concession fee 

(% of gross revenues) 

 

Additional 

King Power Duty Free Bt16,736m 

(10 years) 

15-20%* Prepaid Bt2,460m 

at contract signing 

King Power Suvarnabhumi 

(retail space) 

Bt1,431m / year 

(10 years) 

15% Prepaid Bt2,000m 

at contract signing 
Sources: Company data 

 

Ex 14: Duty-free Concession & Retail Space Management Contracts At Don Mueang 

 

Min. guarantee 

(In FY13-22) 

Concession fee 

(% of gross revenues) 

Additional 

King Power Duty Free Bt63m / month 

(10 years) 

15% 10% increase 

every year 

The Mall Group  

(retail space) 

Bt16.7m / month 

(10 years) 

15% 10% increase 

every year 

Sources: Company data 

Note: *15% for the first five years and increasing by an increment of 1% to 16-20% during FY14-20 
 

− We assume additional retail space of around 20,000 sq m given the plan to open 
Terminal 2 at Don Mueang Airport in June 2013 generates additional concession 
revenue of Bt478m in FY15 and Bt526m in FY16.   

4) We expect hikes in passenger service charges (PSCs) of Bt100 per passenger (from 
Bt100 to Bt200 per domestic passenger and Bt700 to Bt800 per international 
passenger) in FY16. 

5) We forecast benefits from economies of scale to continue to improve AOT’s gross 
margin to 64% in FY14, 64.9% in FY15 and 67.4% in FY16 from 62.8% in FY13.  

 
 

We forecast AOT’s 22% 
EPS CAGR during FY14-16 
to be driven by…  
…continued passenger 
growth… 

…airlines’ aggressive fleet 
expansions… 

…higher concession 
revenues… 

…PSC hikes expected in 
FY16… 

…we anticipate benefits 
from economies of scale 
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Ex 15: AOT’s Gross Margin vs EBITDA Margin 
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Very low cash break-even point  

Operating leverage benefits over the past few years have led AOT’s cash break-even point 
to be very low, allowing it to have a very strong cash cushion should it need to address any 
operating challenges.  

We forecast AOT’s cash costs, including personnel, repairs and maintenance, SG&A and 
interest expenses, at Bt19.7bn in FY14. Deducting by the minimum guarantee amount of 
Bt5.4bn from duty-free and retail space operators and projected interest income of Bt1.4bn 
in FY14, we estimate its net cash costs at Bt13.0bn.  

In FY13, AOT reported a PSC amount of Bt16.7bn, landing and parking charges of Bt4.8bn 
and other revenues of Bt6.1bn, so the total came to Bt27.5bn. Thus, we calculate that 
AOT’s net cash costs of Bt13bn in FY14F could be covered by 47% of the mentioned 
revenues it generated in FY13. In other words, we believe AOT’s passenger numbers in 
FY14 would have to fall by 53% y-y to cause its operating cash flow to decline to break-
even level. Please note that this scenario assumes landing and parking charges and other 
revenues, including aircraft service charges, office and state property rental and services, 
fall along with passenger numbers. In fact, some revenues such as office and state property 
rental would not decline with fewer passengers. 
 

Ex 16: Low Cash Costs To Cushion Cash Inflow 

 FY14F

Total costs including SG&A and interest expenses (24,630)

Minus depreciation 4,908 

Total cash costs (19,722)

Minimum concession revenues guaranteed by duty-free and retail operators 5,392 

Interest income 1,370

47% of passenger service charges in FY13 7,842

47% of landing and parking charges in FY13 2,238 

47% of other revenues in FY13 2,851

Total cash flow 19,693

Operating cash flow  (30) 
Sources: Company data, Thanachart estimates 

 

AOT’s cash break-even 
point is very low 

Passenger numbers would 
have to fall by about 53% to 
cause cash from operation 
to drop to break-even 
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Moreover, AOT had accumulated cash on hand of up to Bt39.3bn at end FY13. Combined 
with its EBITDA of Bt21.8bn in FY14F, Bt24.3bn in FY15F and Bt29.7bn in FY16F, we don’t 
see AOT’s new capex cycle of investing Bt62.5bn in Suvarnabhumi Airport’s phase II 
expansion during 2011-17, Bt5.8bn in Phuket Airport’s expansion during 2009-14 and 
Bt10bn in Don Mueang Airport’s expansion during 2014-15 as being a concern.  
 

Ex 17: 12-month DCF-based TP Calculation 

(Bt m)  2014F 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F
Terminal

 Value

EBITDA 21,770 24,290 29,743 32,246 34,352 36,248 39,234 42,386 45,762 49,010 52,457 56,150 —

Free cash flow (3,236) (5,029) (4,420) 11,237 13,143 19,576 21,925 24,413 27,069 29,623 32,332 35,228 819,646

PV of free cash flow — (4,268) (3,454) 8,090 8,716 11,958 12,334 12,650 12,920 13,024 13,091 13,139 202,679

     
Risk-free rate (%) 4.5     
Market risk premium (%) 8.0     
Beta 0.9     
WACC (%) 8.6     
Terminal growth (%) 2.0     
      
Enterprise value - add 
investments 363,316     
Net debt (2013F) 14,279     
Minority interest 171     
Equity value 348,866     
      
# of shares 1,429     
Equity value/share 245     
Sources: Company data, Thanachart estimates 

 
 

Given huge cash on hand, 
we don’t see its new capex 
cycle as a concern 
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COMPANY DESCRIPTION  COMPANY RATING        

The Airports of Thailand (AOT) was corporatized from a state 
enterprise and is Thailand's leading airport business operator. AOT is 
responsible for six international airports: Don Mueang, Phuket, 
Chiang Mai, Hat Yai, Chiang Rai and Suvarnabhumi, all of which 
accommodate both domestic and international flights. With 
commercial operations beginning on 28 September 2006, 
Suvarnabhumi serves as the main airport and can accommodate up 
to 45m passengers and 3m tonnes of cargo a year. Within a single 
hour, the airport can operate up to 76 flights. 
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Rating Scale 

Very Strong 5 

Strong 4 

Good 3 

Fair 2 

Weak 1 

None 0 

Source: Thanachart  Source: Thanachart; *CG Awards  

 
THANACHART’S SWOT ANALYSIS 

S — Strength  W — Weakness 

 AOT is an airport monopoly.  

 As a state enterprise, the company’s operations and finances 

receive support from the government. 

 

 

 

 

 

 AOT has little revenue diversity so its quarterly earnings are 

volatile and follow the different tourism seasons.  

 Unclear direction due to changes in government policies 

have caused AOT to miss out on the chance of benefiting 

fully from Thailand’s strong tourism industry. 

O — Opportunity  T — Threat 

 Thailand is a very popular destination for tourists.   

 Strong economic growth in the Asia-Pacific is boosting the 

tourism industry in the region. 

 The Thai healthcare industry is also spurring medical tourism 

to Thailand. 

 

 

 

 

 Airport competition is fierce. Many airports in Asia are 

reducing fees to attract airlines. 

 Disease outbreaks such as SARS and bird flu present a 

threat to the industry. 

 

CONSENSUS COMPARISON      RISKS TO OUR INVESTMENT CASE  

 Consensus Thanachart Diff 

 

 

 As Thailand is a global tourist destination, tourism would be 
affected by any global economic volatility.  

 Political unrest in Thailand is another concern as it can have 
a significant impact on the tourism industry.   

 Political interference and corruption are also concerns. As a 
state enterprise, AOT’s major investments still have to be 
approved by the cabinet.   

 Disease outbreaks are a risk to the tourism industry and 
could have significant impacts on AOT’s passenger numbers.   

 

Target price (Bt)           213.00            245.00 15% 

Net profit 14F (Bt m)           12,594            12,379 -2% 

Net profit 15F (Bt m)           15,046            14,350 -5% 

Consensus REC BUY: 16 HOLD: 6 SELL: 5 
 

HOW ARE WE DIFFERENT FROM THE STREET? 

 Our net earnings estimates are lower than other brokers’ as 
we are more conservative in our assumptions for AOT’s 
passenger growth. 

 However, our TP is above the Street’s as we factor in the 
PSC hike in FY16.    

Sources: Bloomberg consensus, Thanachart forecasts 
 

Source: Thanachart  
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INCOME STATEMENT
FY ending Sep (Bt m ) 2012A 2013A  2014F  2015F  2016F
Sales 30,472 36,810 39,641 43,471 51,119
Cost of  sales 12,897 13,709 14,256 15,269 16,687
  Gross  profit 17,575 23,102 25,385 28,202 34,433
% gross margin 57.7% 62.8% 64.0% 64.9% 67.4%
Selling & administration expenses 6,795 8,038 8,523 9,129 10,224
  Operating profit 10,780 15,064 16,862 19,073 24,209
% operating margin 35.4% 40.9% 42.5% 43.9% 47.4%
Depreciation & amortization 4,669 4,775 4,908 5,217 5,534
  EBITDA 15,449 19,839 21,770 24,290 29,743
% EBITDA margin 50.7% 53.9% 54.9% 55.9% 58.2%
Non-operating income 1,387 1,727 1,608 1,468 1,182
Non-operating expenses (57) (57) (100) (100) (100)
Interest expense (2,060) (1,977) (1,851) (1,790) (1,694)
  Pre -tax profit 10,050 14,757 16,518 18,651 23,596
Income tax 3,494 4,869 4,130 4,290 5,427
  After-tax profit 6,556 9,887 12,389 14,361 18,169
% net margin 21.5% 26.9% 31.3% 33.0% 35.5%
Shares in af f iliates' Earnings 0 0 0 0 0
Minority interests (6) (9) (10) (11) (13)
Extraordinary items (50) 6,412 0 0 0
NET PROFIT 6,500 16,290 12,379 14,350 18,156
Norm alized profit 6,550 9,878 12,379 14,350 18,156
EPS (Bt) 4.5 11.4 8.7 10.0 12.7
Normalized EPS (Bt) 4.6 6.9 8.7 10.0 12.7

BALANCE SHEET
FY ending Sep (Bt m ) 2012A 2013A  2014F  2015F  2016F
ASSETS:
Current assets: 37,129 43,532 43,588 35,032 25,917
  Cash & cash equivalent 32,056 39,271 39,000 30,000 20,000
  Account receivables 2,035 2,275 2,450 2,687 3,160
  Inventories 0 0 0 0 0
  Others 3,038 1,986 2,138 2,345 2,757
Investments & loans 3,625 5,925 5,925 5,925 5,925
Net f ixed assets 88,662 91,406 107,165 126,739 149,461
Other assets 19,632 12,198 13,000 14,256 16,764
Total asse ts 149,049 153,061 169,678 181,951 198,066

LIABILITIES:
Current liabilities: 17,418 19,452 18,030 21,191 22,815
  Account payables 1,259 1,297 1,348 1,444 1,578
  Bank overdraf t & ST loans 0 5 0 0 0
  Current LT debt 5,445 4,455 5,682 5,629 5,844
  Others current liabilities 10,714 13,695 11,000 14,118 15,394
Total LT debt 51,153 37,325 47,597 47,154 48,955
Others LT liabilities 2,682 4,544 5,000 5,483 6,448
Total liabilities 71,254 61,321 70,627 73,827 78,218
Minority interest 152 161 171 182 195
Preferreds shares 0 0 0 0 0
Paid-up capital 14,286 14,286 14,286 14,286 14,286
Share premium 12,568 12,568 12,568 12,568 12,568
Warrants 0 0 0 0 0
Surplus 320 479 479 479 479
Retained earnings 50,470 64,246 71,547 80,609 92,321
Shareholders' equity 77,643 91,579 98,880 107,941 119,653
Liabilities  & equity 149,049 153,061 169,678 181,951 198,066  

Sources: Company data, Thanachart estimates 

EBITDA margin is very 
high as depreciation 
makes up over 35% of 
AOT’s operating costs 

Increase in PSCs should 
further drive AOT’s 
earnings growth in FY16F 

AOT had total cash on 
hand of Bt39.3bn at end 
FY13 
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CASH FLOW  STATEMENT
FY ending Sep (Bt m ) 2012A 2013A  2014F  2015F  2016F
Earnings before tax 10,050 14,757 16,518 18,651 23,596
Tax paid (3,494) (4,869) (4,130) (4,290) (5,427)
Depreciation & amortization 4,669 4,775 4,908 5,217 5,534
Chg In w orking capital (157) (203) (123) (141) (339)
Chg In other CA & CL / minorities 439 3,600 (2,945) 2,315 137
Cash flow  from  operations 11,507 18,060 14,228 21,753 23,502

Capex (3,317) (7,519) (20,667) (24,791) (28,256)
ST loans & investments 0 0 0 0 0
LT loans & investments 2,626 (2,299) 0 0 0
Adj for asset revaluation 0 0 0 0 0
Chg In other assets & liabilities 1,547 13,006 (248) (176) (817)
Cash flow  from  inves tm ents 856 3,188 (20,916) (24,967) (29,073)
Debt f inancing (6,210) (11,678) 11,494 (497) 2,016
Capital increase 0 0 0 0 0
Dividends paid (1,143) (2,571) (5,135) (5,346) (6,501)
Warrants & other surplus 155 216 57 57 57
Cash flow  from  financing (7,199) (14,033) 6,416 (5,785) (4,428)

Free  cash flow 8,190 10,541 (6,439) (3,038) (4,754)

VALUATION
FY ending Sep 2012A 2013A  2014F  2015F  2016F
Normalized PE (x) 36.2 24.0 19.2 16.5 13.1
Normalized PE - at target price (x) 53.4 35.4 28.3 24.4 19.3
PE (x) 36.5 14.6 19.2 16.5 13.1
PE - at target price (x) 53.8 21.5 28.3 24.4 19.3
EV/EBITDA (x) 16.9 12.1 11.5 10.7 9.1
EV/EBITDA - at target price (x) 24.2 17.8 16.7 15.3 12.9
P/BV (x) 3.1 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.0
P/BV - at target price (x) 4.5 3.8 3.5 3.2 2.9
P/CFO (x) 20.6 13.1 16.7 10.9 10.1
Price/sales (x) 7.8 6.4 6.0 5.5 4.6
Dividend yield (%) 1.1 2.2 2.1 2.4 3.1
FCF Y ield (%) 3.5 4.4 (2.7) (1.3) (2.0)

(Bt)
Normalized EPS 4.6 6.9 8.7 10.0 12.7
EPS 4.5 11.4 8.7 10.0 12.7
DPS 1.8 3.7 3.5 4.0 5.1
BV/share 54.4          64.1          69.2          75.6          83.8          
CFO/share 8.1            12.6          10.0          15.2          16.5          
FCF/share 5.7            7.4            (4.5)           (2.1)           (3.3)           

 
Sources: Company data, Thanachart estimates 
 

We believe AOT deserves a 
premium valuation  
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FINANCIAL RATIOS
FY ending Sep 2012A 2013A  2014F  2015F  2016F
Grow th Rate
Sales  (%) 6.4 20.8 7.7 9.7 17.6
Net prof it  (%) 193.5 150.6 (24.0) 15.9 26.5
EPS  (%) 193.5 150.6 (24.0) 15.9 26.5
Normalized prof it  (%) 59.6 50.8 25.3 15.9 26.5
Normalized EPS  (%) 59.6 50.8 25.3 15.9 26.5
Dividend payout ratio (%) 39.6 32.6 40.0 40.0 40.0

Operating perform ance
Gross margin (%) 57.7 62.8 64.0 64.9 67.4
Operating margin (%) 35.4 40.9 42.5 43.9 47.4
EBITDA margin (%) 50.7 53.9 54.9 55.9 58.2
Net margin (%) 21.5 26.9 31.3 33.0 35.5
D/E (incl. minor) (x) 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Net D/E (incl. minor) (x) 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
Interest coverage - EBIT (x) 5.2 7.6 9.1 10.7 14.3
Interest coverage - EBITDA (x) 7.5 10.0 11.8 13.6 17.6
ROA - using norm prof it (%) 4.4 6.5 7.7 8.2 9.6
ROE - using norm prof it (%) 8.7 11.7 13.0 13.9 16.0

DuPont
ROE - using af ter tax prof it (%) 8.8 11.7 13.0 13.9 16.0
  - asset turnover (x) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3
  - operating margin (%) 39.7 45.5 46.3 47.0 49.5
  - leverage (x) 2.0 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7
  - interest burden (%) 83.0 88.2 89.9 91.2 93.3
  - tax burden (%) 65.2 67.0 75.0 77.0 77.0
WACC (%) 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6
ROIC (%) 6.5 9.9 13.4 13.0 14.3
  NOPAT (Bt m) 7,032 10,093 12,647 14,686 18,641

 
Sources: Company data, Thanachart estimates 
 

We don’t see net debt 
exceeding 0.3x in 2013-
17F despite investments 
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Disclaimers:   
This publication is prepared by Thanachart Securities Public Company Limited and distributed outside Thailand by Daiwa Securities Group Inc. 
and/or its non-U.S. affiliates except to the extent expressly provided herein. This publication and the contents hereof are intended for information 
purposes only, and may be subject to change without further notice. Any use, disclosure, distribution, dissemination, copying, printing or reliance on 
this publication for any other purpose without our prior consent or approval is strictly prohibited. Neither Thanachart Securities Public Company 
Limited (“Thanachart Securities”), Daiwa Securities Group Inc. nor any of their respective parent, holding, subsidiaries or affiliates, nor any of their 
respective directors, officers, servants and employees, represent nor warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein or as 
to the existence of other facts which might be significant, and will not accept any responsibility or liability whatsoever for any use of or reliance upon 
this publication or any of the contents hereof. Neither this publication, nor any content hereof, constitute, or are to be construed as, an offer or 
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any of the securities or investments mentioned herein in any country or jurisdiction nor, unless expressly provided, 
any recommendation or investment opinion or advice. Any view, recommendation, opinion or advice expressed in this publication constitutes the 
views of the analyst(s) named herein and does not necessarily reflect those of Thanachart Securities, Daiwa Securities Group Inc.  and/or their 
respective affiliates nor any of their respective directors, officers, servants and employees except where the publication states otherwise. This 
research report is not to be relied upon by any person in making any investment decision or otherwise advising with respect to, or dealing in, the 
securities mentioned, as it does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any person. 

 
Thanachart Securities, Daiwa Securities Group Inc., their respective subsidiaries or affiliates, or their respective directors, officers and employees 
from time to time have trades as principals, or have positions in, or have other interests in the securities of the company under research including 
derivatives in respect of such securities or may have also performed investment banking and other services for the issuer of such securities.  
The following are additional disclosures. 
 
Japan 
Disclosure of Interest of Daiwa Securities Group Inc.  
Investment Banking Relationship 
Within the preceding 12 months, The subsidiaries and/or affiliates of Daiwa Securities Group Inc. * has lead-managed public offerings and/or 
secondary offerings (excluding straight bonds) of the securities of the following companies: China Precious Metal Resources Holdings Company 
Limited (1194 HK); Jiangnan Group Limited (1366 HK), Blackgold International Holdings Ltd (BGG_AU), TOSEI CORP (8923_JP), Modern Land 
(China) Co., Limited (1107 HK), China Everbright Bank Company Limited (6818_HK), econtext Asia Ltd (1390_HK). 
*Subsidiaries of Daiwa Securities Group Inc. for the purposes of this section shall mean any one or more of: 
• Daiwa Capital Markets Hong Kong Limited 
• Daiwa Capital Markets Singapore Limited 
• Daiwa Capital Markets Australia Limited 
• Daiwa Capital Markets India Private Limited 
• Daiwa-Cathay Capital Markets Co., Ltd. 
• Daiwa Securities Capital Markets Korea Co., Ltd. 
Disclosure of Interest of Thanachart Securities 
Investment Banking Relationship 
Within the preceding 12 months, Thanachart Securities has lead-managed public offerings and/or secondary offerings (excluding straight bonds) of 
the securities of the following companies: OfficeMate Pcl (OFM TB); Asia Aviation Pcl (AAV TB), Chularat Hospital Pcl (CHG TB), Nok Airlines (NOK 
TB), MC GROUP Pcl (MC TB), MK Restaurants Group Pcl (M TB). 
 
This research may only be distributed in Japan to “qualified institutional investors”, as defined in the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act (Article 2 
(3) (i)), as amended from time to time.   
 
Hong Kong  
This research is distributed in Hong Kong by Daiwa Capital Markets Hong Kong Limited (“DHK”) which is regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and 
Futures Commission. Recipients of this research in Hong Kong may contact DHK in respect of any matter arising from or in connection with this 
research. 
Ownership of Securities 
For “Ownership of Securities” information, please visit BlueMatrix disclosure Link at https://daiwa3.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action . 
Investment Banking Relationship 
For “Investment Banking Relationship”, please visit BlueMatrix disclosure Link at https://daiwa3.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action . 
Relevant Relationship (DHK) 
DHK may from time to time have an individual employed by or associated with it serves as an officer of any of the companies under its research 
coverage. 
DHK market making 
DHK may from time to time make a market in securities covered by this research. 
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Singapore 
This research is distributed in Singapore by Daiwa Capital Markets Singapore Limited and it may only be distributed in Singapore to accredited 
investors, expert investors and institutional investors as defined in the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore, as amended from time to 
time and is not for, nor intended for, distribution to any other persons in Singapore. By virtue of distribution to these category of investors, Daiwa 
Capital Markets Singapore Limited and its representatives are not required to comply with Section 36 of the Financial Advisers Act (Chapter 110) 
(Section 36 relates to disclosure of Daiwa Capital Markets Singapore Limited’s interest and/or its representative’s interest in securities). Recipients of 
this research in Singapore should contact Daiwa Capital Markets Singapore Limited in respect of any matter arising from or in connection with the 
research. 
 
Australia 
This research is distributed in Australia by Daiwa Capital Markets Stockbroking Limited and it may only be distributed in Australia to wholesale 
investors within the meaning of the Corporations Act. Recipients of this research in Australia may contact Daiwa Capital Markets Stockbroking Limited 
in respect of any matter arising from or in connection with the research. 
Ownership of Securities 
For “Ownership of Securities” information, please visit BlueMatrix disclosure Link at https://daiwa3.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action . 
 
India 
This research is distributed by Daiwa Capital Markets India Private Limited (DAIWA) which is an intermediary registered with Securities & Exchange 
Board of India. This report is not to be considered as an offer or solicitation for any dealings in securities. While the information in this report has been 
compiled by DAIWA in good faith from sources believed to be reliable, no representation or warranty, express of implied, is made or given as to its 
accuracy, completeness or correctness. Thanachart Securities, DAIWA, and their respective officers, employees, representatives and agents accept 
no liability whatsoever for any loss or damage whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise howsoever arising (whether in negligence or 
otherwise) out of or in connection with or from any use of or reliance on the contents of and/or omissions from this document. Consequently, 
Thanachart Securities and DAIWA expressly disclaim any and all liability for, or based on or relating to any such information contained in or errors in 
or omissions in this report. Accordingly, you are recommended to seek your own legal, tax or other advice and should rely solely on your own 
judgment, review and analysis, in evaluating the information in this document. The data contained in this document is subject to change without any 
prior notice DAIWA reserves its right to modify this report as maybe required from time to time. DAIWA is committed to providing independent 
recommendations to its Clients and would be happy to provide any information in response to any query from its Clients. This report is strictly 
confidential and is being furnished to you solely for your information. The information contained in this document should not be reproduced (in whole 
or in part) or redistributed in any form to any other person. Thanachart Securities, DAIWA and our group companies, affiliates, officers, directors and 
employees may from time to time, have long or short positions, in and buy sell the securities thereof, of company(ies) mentioned herein or be 
engaged in any other transactions involving such securities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as advisor or have the potential conflict 
of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information or opinion. DAIWA prohibits its analyst and their family members from 
maintaining a financial interest in the securities or derivatives of any companies that the analyst covers. This report is not intended or directed for 
distribution to, or use by any person, citizen or entity which is resident or located in any state or country or jurisdiction where such publication, 
distribution or use would be contrary to any statutory legislation, or regulation which would require Thanachart Securities, DAIWA and their affiliates/ 
group companies to any registration or licensing requirements. The views expressed in the report accurately reflect the analyst’s personal views about 
the securities and issuers that are subject of the Report, and that no part of the analyst’s compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly, related 
to the recommendations or views expressed in the Report. This report does not recommend to US recipients the use of Daiwa Capital Markets India 
Private Limited or any of its non – US affiliates to effect trades in any securities and is not supplied with any understanding that US recipients will 
direct commission business to Daiwa Capital Markets India Private Limited. 
 
Taiwan 
This research is distributed in Taiwan by Daiwa-Cathay Capital Markets Co., Ltd and it may only be distributed in Taiwan to institutional investors or 
specific investors who have signed recommendation contracts with Daiwa-Cathay Capital Markets Co., Ltd in accordance with the Operational 
Regulations Governing Securities Firms Recommending Trades in Securities to Customers. Recipients of this research in Taiwan may contact Daiwa-
Cathay Capital Markets Co., Ltd in respect of any matter arising from or in connection with the research. 
 
Philippines 
This research is distributed in the Philippines by DBP-Daiwa Capital Markets Philippines, Inc. which is regulated by the Philippines Securities and 
Exchange Commission and the Philippines Stock Exchange, Inc. Recipients of this research in the Philippines may contact DBP-Daiwa Capital 
Markets Philippines, Inc. in respect of any matter arising from or in connection with the research. DBP-Daiwa Capital Markets Philippines, Inc. 
recommends that investors independently assess, with a professional advisor, the specific financial risks as well as the legal, regulatory, tax, 
accounting, and other consequences of a proposed transaction. DBP-Daiwa Capital Markets Philippines, Inc. may have positions or may be materially 
interested in the securities in any of the markets mentioned in the publication or may have performed other services for the issuers of such securities. 
For relevant securities and trading rules please visit SEC and PSE Link at http://www.sec.gov.ph/irr/AmendedIRRfinalversion.pdf  and 
http://www.pse.com.ph/  respectively. 
 
United Kingdom 
This research report is distributed by Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited in the European Union, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland. 
Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited is authorised and regulated by The Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) and is a member of the London Stock 
Exchange, Eurex and NYSE Liffe. Thanachart Securities, Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited and their respective affiliates may, from time to time, 
to the extent permitted by law, participate or invest in other financing transactions with the issuers of the securities referred to herein (the “Securities”), 
perform services for or solicit business from such issuers, and/or have a position or effect transactions in the Securities or options thereof and/or may 
have acted as an underwriter during the past twelve months for the issuer of such securities. In addition, employees of Thanachart Securities, Daiwa 
Capital Markets Europe Limited and their respective affiliates may have positions and effect transactions in such securities or options and may serve 
as Directors of such issuers. Thanachart Securities and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited may, to the extent permitted by applicable UK law and 
other applicable law or regulation, effect transactions in the Securities before this material is published to recipients. 
 
This publication is intended for investors who are not Retail Clients in the United Kingdom within the meaning of the Rules of the FCA and should not 
therefore be distributed to such Retail Clients in the United Kingdom. Should you enter into investment business with Daiwa Capital Markets Europe’s 
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affiliates outside the United Kingdom, we are obliged to advise that the protection afforded by the United Kingdom regulatory system may not apply; in 
particular, the benefits of the Financial Services Compensation Scheme may not be available. 
 
Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited has in place organisational arrangements for the prevention and avoidance of conflicts of interest. Our conflict 
management policy is available at http://www.uk.daiwacm.com/about-us/corporate-governance-and-regulatory . Regulatory disclosures of investment 
banking relationships are available at https://daiwa3.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action . 
 
Germany 
This document has been approved by Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited and is distributed in Germany by Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited, 
Niederlassung Frankfurt which is regulated by BaFin (Bundesanstalt fuer Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht) for the conduct of business in Germany. 
 
Bahrain 
This research material is issued/compiled by Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited, Bahrain Branch, regulated by The Central Bank of Bahrain and 
holds Investment Business Firm – Category 2 license and having its official place of business at the Bahrain World Trade Centre, South Tower, 7th 
floor, P.O. Box 30069, Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain. Tel No. +973 17534452 Fax No. +973 535113 
 
This material is provided as a reference for making investment decisions and is not intended to be a solicitation for investment. Investment decisions 
should be made at your own discretion and risk. Accordingly, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to and no reliance should 
be placed on the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information and opinions contained in this document, Content herein is based 
on information available at the time the research material was prepared and may be amended or otherwise changed in the future without notice. All 
information is intended for the private use of the person to whom it is provided without any liability whatsoever on the part of Daiwa Capital Markets 
Europe Limited, Bahrain Branch, any associated company or the employees thereof. If you are in doubt about the suitability of the product or the 
research material itself, please consult your own financial adviser. Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited, Bahrain Branch retains all rights related to 
the content of this material, which may not be redistributed or otherwise transmitted without prior consent. 
 
United States 
This report is distributed in the U.S. by Daiwa Capital Markets America Inc. (DCMA). It may not be accurate or complete and should not be relied upon 
as such. It reflects the preparer’s views at the time of its preparation, but may not reflect events occurring after its preparation; nor does it reflect 
Thanachart Securities’ or DCMA’s views at any time. Neither Thanachart Securities, DCMA nor the preparer has any obligation to update this report 
or to continue to prepare research on this subject.  This report is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of any offer to buy securities. Unless this report 
says otherwise, any recommendation it makes is risky and appropriate only for sophisticated speculative investors able to incur significant losses. 
Readers should consult their financial advisors to determine whether any such recommendation is consistent with their own investment objectives, 
financial situation and needs. This report does not recommend to U.S. recipients the use of any of Thanachart Securities’ or DCMA’s non-U.S. 
affiliates to effect trades in any security and is not supplied with any understanding that U.S. recipients of this report will direct commission business to 
such non-U.S. entities. Unless applicable law permits otherwise, non-U.S. customers wishing to effect a transaction in any securities referenced in this 
material should contact a Daiwa entity in their local jurisdiction. Most countries throughout the world have their own laws regulating the types of 
securities and other investment products which may be offered to their residents, as well as a process for doing so. As a result, the securities 
discussed in this report may not be eligible for sales in some jurisdictions. Customers wishing to obtain further information about this report should 
contact DCMA: Daiwa Capital Markets America Inc., Financial Square, 32 Old Slip, New York, New York 10005 (telephone 212-612-7000). 
 
Ownership of Securities 
For “Ownership of Securities” information please visit BlueMatrix disclosure Link at https://daiwa3.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action .  
 
Investment Banking Relationships 
For “Investment Banking Relationships” please visit BlueMatrix disclosure link at https://daiwa3.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action .  
 
DCMA Market Making 
For “DCMA Market Making” please visit BlueMatrix disclosure link at https://daiwa3.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action . 
 
Research Analyst Conflicts 
For updates on “Research Analyst Conflicts” please visit BlueMatrix disclosure link at https://daiwa3.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action. The 
principal research analysts who prepared this report have no financial interest in securities of the issuers covered in the report, are not (nor are any 
members of their household) an officer, director or advisory board member of the issuer(s) covered in the report, and are not aware of any material 
relevant conflict of interest involving the analyst or DCMA, and did not receive any compensation from the issuer during the past 12 months except as 
noted: no exceptions. 
 
Research Analyst Certification 
For updates on “Research Analyst Certification” and “Rating System” please visit BlueMatrix disclosure link at  
https://daiwa3.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action . The views about any and all of the subject securities and issuers expressed in this 
Research Report accurately reflect the personal views of the research analyst(s) primarily responsible for this report (or the views of the firm 
producing the report if no individual analysts[s] is named on the report); and no part of the compensation of such analyst(s) (or no part of the 
compensation of the firm if no individual analyst[s)] is named on the report) was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific 
recommendations or views contained in this Research Report. 

 
For stocks in Thailand covered by Thanachart Securities, the following rating system is in effect: 
Ratings are based on absolute upside or downside, which is the difference between the target price and the current market price. If the upside is 10% 
or more, the rating is BUY. If the downside is 10% or more, the rating is SELL. For stocks where the upside or downside is less than 10%, the rating is 
HOLD. Unless otherwise specified, these ratings are set with a 12-month horizon. Thus, it is possible that future price volatility may cause a temporary 
mismatch between upside/downside for a stock based on the market price and the formal rating. 
 
For the sector, Thanachart looks at two areas, ie, the sector outlook and the sector weighting. For the sector outlook, an arrow pointing up, or the 
word “Positive”, is used when Thanachart sees the industry trend improving. An arrow pointing down, or the word “Negative”, is used when 
Thanachart sees the industry trend deteriorating. A double-tipped horizontal arrow, or the word “Unchanged”, is used when the industry trend does not 
look as if it will alter. The industry trend view is Thanachart’s top-down perspective on the industry rather than a bottom-up interpretation from the 
stocks that Thanachart covers. An “Overweight” sector weighting is used when Thanachart has BUYs on majority of the stocks under its coverage by  
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market cap. “Underweight” is used when Thanachart has SELLs on majority of the stocks it covers by market cap. “Neutral” is used when there are 
relatively equal weightings of BUYs and SELLs]. 
 
Ownership of Securities 
For “Ownership of Securities” information, please visit BlueMatrix disclosure Link at https://daiwa3.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action . 
 
Investment Banking Relationships 
For “Investment Banking Relationship”, please visit BlueMatrix disclosure Link at https://daiwa3.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action . 
 
Relevant Relationships (TNS) 
TNS may from time to time have an individual employed by or associated with it serves as an officer of any of the companies under its research 
coverage. 
 
TNS market making 

   TNS may from time to time make a market in securities covered by this research. 
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